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About This Game

"Aeve:Zero Gravity" is an arcade space shooter about battles in open space. In a classic mode "Shoot'em'all". You are piloting
an elite fighter equipped with a special "goodness", such as a non-stop gun that unrestrainedly releases blaster fire for all 360

degrees. Hot shootings at high speeds with impenetrable bosses, also armed with smart weapons of destruction will make a good
challenge for hunters for a high reward.

   * Hordes of armored spaceships.
   * Hundreds of shells dancing in a single fire mash.

   * And only one against them all .You.
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Title: Aeve:Zero Gravity
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
EasyGames
Publisher:
EasyGames
Release Date: 4 Jul, 1970

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Core2Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256mb

Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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aeve zero gravity. aeve zero gravity steam

Masterpiece.
A film should be made on this.. dis game beast game of year. 10/10 cumbat beast eeve. luv game go play. haz bubs and
vagaginaa. ign would rate 10/10 game of da year. Short, but very sweet. I like it. Thanks!. Its sucks, u think its free but then u
gotta pay, if it says FREE it should be FREE. I was dubious when I saw the price, I mean how could anything good be this
cheap?

Then I played the game. It is fantastic. It plays smoothly, isn't the buggy horror show that the recent X-series games have been,
and scratches that itch perfectly. The game is easy to get into, not too "grindy", and generally is a very pleasant (if slightly
addictive) game that I feel is great value for money.

It is nice to play a game for once where I felt that I got a great deal.
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I found the demo on itch.io last week and was instantly hooked.

Rogue Fable III is a promising, however textbook, rogue-like. The gameplay is engrossing, though sometimes impossibly
difficult; one wrong move can result in death. The gameplay hinges on random luck, perhaps even fate.

The retro graphics and sound are garden variety, though I was put off by the visual artifacts from the sprite scaling at first.

While the controls are typical for a rogue-like, the "auto explore" feature is a welcome innovation. The mage "attunement"
spells are irksome to cast repeatedly.

On my wish list are summoner and paladin classes. A witch class would also be very interesting.

Overall, this simple and straightforward rogue-like is a favorite despite it's irregularities. The optional side quests are novel and
boost the game's replay value, while the stat server adds a social dimension to the game.. How I tolerated this game when I was a
child, I will never know.. This is by far and away the most infurating game I've ever played.

I still love it and I have no idea why.... It's British, full of charm, doesn't take itself too seriously and the audio is great quality.
It's essentially Monkey Island with dogs instead of people. It also actually plays on this old fossil of a computer! What's not to
love?. Fun casual frantic and neat. If the video looks fun I am confident that you'll get a couple hours af gameplay on this.
Played the hell out of it on a table and now starting on Steam. Cheap fun arcade game. enjoy.. For 1.5 EUR during sale? This
game is definetly. Only thing is that its not easy, but its still very much playable and enjoyable. Would be great if there was
additional easier difficulty with extra health and assault rifles or SMG as default for extra♥♥♥♥♥kicking.. bad, just bad. I'm a
35 year old man. I still chuckle at this stuff. Sound effects are hilarious (not just the fart ones either, the people's reactions are
pretty funny too). Worth a buck or less for 20 min (or more?) of immature amusement.. good for a free demo but as a game?
we have to see. A truly great game with challenge, but not too much challenge. Bring a pen and paper, kids. There's no compass,
no journal (despite the title), and you're gonna need to remember a LOT of "words" to make it through this one. Don't be fooled
by the game's age or low resolution, this is a classic that ANY puzzle solver deserves to play. :). I can easily understand why the
reviews are mixed about Trackday Manager. So let's get to the Pros and Cons.

Pros
Has a bit of a learning curve making it challenging even against ai.
Graphics are decent.
Variety of upgrades and customization.
Sponsorships and skill upgrades not bad.
Enough tracks and cars to not make it boring.

Cons
Game freezing from time to time is my biggest complaint. Has happened to me right before start to 2 laps to go. Very
disappointing for a game that is out of Beta and "live"
For a game that is not FPS intensive it sure does have lag issues from time to time making it incredibly annoying when it
happens.
Needs to be some explanation of usage of controls\/commands to the driver.

All in All this game is not bad but needs some TLC on the above issues. 6\/10 Stars.

Edit: 5\/22\/16: HAving played the game now for many hrs it is fun and challenging. Arctic Hazard has made some very good
updates to clean up some of the issues with lag among other things. The lack of a large community is the only complaint I now
have, the game is worth the money.
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